Derivatives and financial markets instruments Consultant (m/f) – Job based in Luxembourg

Our Capital Markets experts are specialized in quantitative risk management, valuation of financial derivatives instruments and other complex products and structures for banks and investment funds.

You will have the opportunity to:

- Offer your expertise to our internal counterparts and support them in their specific assignments as subject matter expert in the fields of financial instruments
- Provide assistance and bring your financial markets instrument expertise to our various clients in different projects in the context of compliance towards regulatory requirements. You participate to various stages in the project cycle: Gap analysis, proposition of any functional and business improvements, design of target operating model
- Perform and review valuations of financial derivative instruments or structured products in the context of audit assignments and for our external clients
- Provide assistance to clients facing valuation issues
- Take part to the general development of the department’s activities and projects
To fit in the role, you also:

- Hold a Master degree level, ideally in a financial or economics field (business engineering, economics, management) or any related matters
- Are a young graduate or young professional with experience in pricing of OTC derivatives instruments, model review/validation, risk management or trading desk
- Have very good knowledge of financial market instruments and derivatives
- Are a self-starter, keen to learn and build expertise
- Are fluent in English. Any other language is considered an asset

We want to hear from you! Join us and:

- Further develop your competencies with a tailor-made training plan, exploiting our Induction Program
- Step up in your career thanks to our remarkable client portfolio
- Team up with dynamic and energetic young professionals within a challenging and knowledge sharing environment
- Enjoy and promote diversity in our multicultural teams

What impact will you make?
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